POSTSCRIPT
that, much might be different, but Hitler seems not to do business
that way. He is showing, as yet, the most extraordinary skill in
carrying out that doctrine which he expounds in Mein Kampf: CA
wise conqueror will always, if this be possible, impose his demands
on the conquered in instalments. In the case of a decadent people
— and all peoples are decadent that passively submit — he may
be sure that it will never see in each new act of oppression a
sufficient ground for recourse to arms.5
The first nation that summons up the courage — and more than
courage is needed in face of such a threat as 'Sign on the dotted
line or I'll blow Prague to pieces in the next eight hours' — to
impale itself on the proffered sword may alter the course of
European events,
But for the present the future looks very dark for Poland* Watch
Poland.
A dismal, snowy day in Gdynia, made more dismal by the
thought of three days on a tiny ship full of emigrant Jews, and by
the general feeling of oppression that had spread to this Polish
town. But, Gliick im Ungl&ck, an excellent lunch. We had had
little appetite for ten days past, and on the rare occasions when we
were hungry the food was not exhilarating. But now, in Gdynia
of all places, we found a meal worthy of Paris at its best, Noel
Panter and I, and some marvellous vodka, and then we went to
the ss. Warszawa, contemplated this little sooo-ton craft and our
fellow passengers with deep disfavour, and climbed on board, for
the last stage of our little odyssey*
I was never more completely deceived than in the matter of the
ss, Warszawa. It was an incomprehensible vessel, a wonder ship.
If I had stayed long on board I should have developed the same
feeling of personal affection for it that I had for my Little Rocket.
It was tiny, and I expected when I embarked to spend three days
on a rattling box that would plunge and tear and eat its heart out
and shake its plates and roar with its engines, My fears were
increased when somebody told me that it was due to be broken up
in a few months* time.
To my astonishment, the little Sunderland-built Wws&twa was
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